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VIEWPOINTS 
 

 3RD
 QUARTER 2021                               ADVISORY NEWSLETTER  

 

MARKET COMMENTARY                                     FREDRIC W. WILLIAMS 
 

A Market of Stocks, Not Just a Stock Market… 
 

After nearly five quarters of a lock step recovery march higher, the equity indices and their 

component parts showed signs of bifurcated returns, during the recently concluded 3rd 

quarter, in the face of rising interest rates and the self-perpetuating political intransigence 

emanating from our nation’s capital. Both of these causative affects were (and are) 

intriguing, but our elected officials garnered a bit more of the media’s attention: 
 

“The sausage-making process in the halls of Congress is in high gear. At 

stake: the size, scope, and the contents of Democrats’ budget reconciliation bill. For 

investors, the details of the corporate tax hikes may matter more than the final 

spending amounts.” 

“It’s made-for-TV drama of the worst kind – and the stock market wants 

none of it. We’re speaking, of course, of the hubbub in Washington, where Democrats 

and Republicans are engaged in inter- and intra-party standoffs over government 

funding, infrastructure investments, and the U.S.’s ability to issue debt.” 

- N Janinski, Barron’s 10/1&3/21 
 

The soundbites and sculpted social media posts shed light on various caucus defections and 

disappointments in leadership that seemed to remind one of Lin-Manuel Miranda’s depiction 

of a far previous administration’s navigation of the political shadows in his Broadway hit 

Hamilton and the song The Room Where It Happens: 
 

   “They emerge with a compromise 

     Having opened doors that were previously closed 

     Bros 

    The immigrant emerges with unprecedented financial power 

    The Virginians emerge with the nation’s capital 

    And here’s the piece de resistance 

    No one else was in the room where it happened!” 
 

Miranda’s characterizations of Jefferson, Madison, Hamilton and Burr have merely morphed 

into a real-life drama starring Schumer, Pelosi, McConnell and Manchin.  
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Despite the possible cinematic appeal of D.C.’s Beltway-posturing, the focus of prudent 

long-term investors should continue to be on the headwinds of rising interest rates (and 

associated Fed “tapering”), the post-stimulus real level of consumer demand, and the impact 

of both on already stretched equity valuations. 
 

September held true to its reputation of not being a very nice place for stocks to hang out, as 

the pull-back in the mega-cap tech shares caused the S&P 500 to fall 4.7% in the month – 

although early October saw most of that decline erased with a rebound in the indices. With 

the value side of the equity universe faring better, and with less volatility, it became even 

more clear that expectations were at the forefront as we entered the Q3 earnings season. This 

was highlighted in the Vickers reports – which measures the reported transactions of 

corporate insiders. 
 

“The sell/buy ratios from Vickers are neutral between 2.00 and 2.50. 

Below 2.00, they are bullish and above 2.50 they are bearish. Things start 

getting hot when these ratios push above 5.00 or 6.00. This week, the Nasdaq 

One-Week Sell/Buy Ratio rings in at an eye-popping 9.20. Combined with 

financial press stories that feature concerns over inflation, rising interest 

rates, chip shortages, and slowing growth for online media usage and demand 

for software, that number packs a wallop.” 

- Argus Research, 10/26/21 
 

So, if one believes that corporate insiders have a decent handle on the condition of their 

businesses and the relative value of their company’s shares, the Vickers report would suggest 

they either believe that their business is going to collapse, or that their shares are overvalued 

– and we’re going to bet on the latter, and not the former, at this point in time.  
 

As this extreme reading wasn’t present in the broader indices in general, or the value sectors 

in particular, it speaks to the possibility of the equity markets becoming more fragmented – a 

market of stocks and not just a stock market – with differing sectors responding to varied sets 

of expectations. 
 

“But a higher earnings growth rate doesn’t necessarily translate into 

better stock-price performance. That’s because a stock’s return will be a 

function of how it performs relative to expectations. A growth stock’s EPS can 

grow and its stock still fall, if its EPS growth rate is lower than what the 

market currently expects. 

“Imagine a horse race in which you are allowed to bet on any of the 

10 horses that are running. Let’s assume that the overwhelming favorite ends 

up coming in third, while the horse expected to come in a distant tenth finishes 

seventh. It’s not out of the question that you’d make more money if you had 

bet on the seventh-place finisher rather than on the one that came in third – 

even though it was still the far faster horse.” 

- M. Hulbert, Barron’s 7/21/21 
 

As we continue to navigate the lingering impacts of the pandemic, avoiding the market 

declines may require a more nuanced approach to equity investing than merely running with 

the lemmings and meme-stock traders – this may be a time where middle-of-the-pack is more 

than just fine. 
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CAPITAL MARKETS OVERVIEW_____________________                      ___________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Domestic and Global Market Recap…                      OPA INVESTMENT POLICY COMMITTEE 

 

Domestic financial markets took a breather in the third quarter. The S&P 500 gained 0.6% 

while the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index was basically flat, up 0.1%. Commodities 

were the top-performing asset class, up 7% in the quarter leaving the Bloomberg Commodity 

Index up 29% for the year. Most of the commodity gains were generated by the energy 

complex, which was up 21% in the quarter. For the year, energy is up 75%, stocks are higher 

by 16% and bonds are down 2%. 

 

It has been nearly 18 months since COVID-19 hit the U.S., and even with two-thirds of 

American adults fully vaccinated, the recovery is disjointed and will remain so for the 

foreseeable future. The virus forced many companies and people to make dramatic changes, 

and as time goes on, it appears that some of the changes may be permanent. 

 

The labor market remains short nearly 5 million jobs relative to pre-pandemic levels, yet 

current job openings continued to move parabolically higher to a record level of 11 million, 

nearly 2.5 million more than the pre-pandemic high. As evidence of the economy’s extreme 

situation, the quit rate, a measure of the number of workers voluntarily leaving their jobs, 

remained at record levels. 

  

Cause-and-effect relationships are difficult to decipher, especially when factoring in a 

lingering pandemic, but the enormous re-orientation of business and consumer activity has 

created tremendous hurdles for economic growth. With fiscal stimulus effects wearing off, 

Index Returns    

Equities 
Percentage Change 
for the 3rd Quarter 

Percentage Change 
for the Year 

Annualized 10-Year 
Returns 

S&P 500 0.58% 15.92% 16.63% 

Bloomberg Commodity 
Index 6.59% 29.13% -2.66% 

MSCI EAFE* -0.45% 8.35% 8.10% 

MSCI Emerging Markets* -8.09% -1.25% 6.09% 

FTSE NAREIT Equity REIT 
Index 0.98% 23.15% 11.27% 

Fixed Income    
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 

Aggregate Bond 0.05% -1.55% 3.01% 

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 
Treasury Inflation-Linked 

Bond 1.75% 3.51% 3.12% 
 

Source: BlackRock, Bloomberg, FTSE™, NAREIT®. 
*Returns are calculated with net dividends in USD 

 

Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual performance of any investment. Index performance returns do 
not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. Past 

performance does not guarantee future results. 
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the Atlanta Federal Reserve is now forecasting third-quarter GDP growth of 1.3%, 

substantially lower than the second-quarter GDP growth rate of 6.7%. 

 

Another result of pandemic disequilibrium is the ongoing disruption in supply chains, a topic 

that has become very familiar to those who never gave it a second thought. The record 

backup in containerships at major U.S. ports, a result of global lockdowns, is now further 

exacerbated by labor shortages in trucking and warehousing. Around 90% of all traded goods 

are carried by container ships, making ocean freight the main mode of transportation for 

global trade. The issues at ports go a long way in explaining why there are some bare shelves 

in stores as well as astonishing declines in the inventory-to-sales ratio of many U.S. retailers. 

It also suggests that the severe inflation levels seen in some parts of the economy will persist 

in coming months. 

 

Anyone trying to buy a new vehicle has experienced the supply chain issues facing the 

automotive industry. The semiconductor chip shortage is expected to cost the global auto 

industry more than $200 billion in 2021. The situation, it seems, has only gotten worse 

throughout the year. Replacement parts, normally available within days, now can stretch 

repairs out for weeks. 

 

Federal Reserve policymakers are hesitant to ease their unprecedented accommodative stance 

and threaten the nascent growth. This approach carries an inflationary risk. Inflation leads to 

higher rates as investors demand better returns and sell bonds. Over the long term, 

normalization of rates should be a natural step to n fiscal and financial stability. In the short 

term, higher rates can create a skittish bond market and rate volatility during price discovery. 

The economic significance of large moves in interest rates cannot be overstated. But so far, 

rates remain quiet. The 10-year U.S. Treasury yield was relatively unchanged during the 

quarter, rising from 1.45% to end the quarter at 1.52%. This is remarkable in the face of 

massive fiscal spending and elevated inflation. Since COVID-19, the amount of fiscal debt 

has jumped to 125% of gross domestic product while at the same time the Congressional 

Budget Office estimates deficits will now average well over $1 trillion annually through 

2031. This translates to net treasury debt issuance of more than $4 trillion last year and an 

estimated $2.1 trillion for this year. Perhaps even more astonishing, the last time the 

Consumer Price Index was up more than 5% on a year-over-year basis, as it has been for the 

last two months, was in September 2008. Back then, the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield was in 

the mid-to-high 3% range—more than double what it is today.  

 

The Bloomberg Barclays Municipal 1-10 Year Bond Index performed in-line with 

investment-grade taxable bonds during the quarter and ended up 0.4% for the year. The 

Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Index posted a gain 0.9% and is now up 4.5% for the year.  

 

In U.S. equities, larger companies outperformed smaller companies during the quarter with 

value and growth about equal. The Russell 1000 Growth Index gained 1% during the quarter 

and is up 14% for the year while the Russell 1000 Value Index lost 1%this quarter and is up 

16% so far in 2021. Within smaller companies, value slightly outperformed growth during 

the quarter. From a sector perspective, materials and industrials were each down 4%. The 

strongest performing sectors were ones that are sensitive to interest rates, including 

financials, which were up 3%, and utilities, which were up 2%.  
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Stocks outside of the U.S. trailed their U.S. counterparts during the quarter and so far in 

2021. The MSCI EAFE Index was lower by 0.4% in the quarter and is up 9% for the year in 

U.S. dollar terms. In local currency terms, developed market equities were up 1% in the 

quarter and up 15% for the year. Emerging markets in U.S. dollar terms also lost 8% for the 

quarter, wiping out gains achieved earlier in the year. China was down 18% during the 

quarter as it dealt with Evergrande, one of its largest property developers, now facing default. 

It is also confronting energy supply issues that have caused power grids to ration energy to 

factories, thus curbing production. China is now down 17% for the year. Emerging markets 

local currency returns have nearly matched U.S. dollar returns on a quarter and year-to-date 

basis. 

 

Energy plays a key role in economic growth and inflation and has been significantly 

impacted by supply chain issues. As of the end of the quarter, a barrel of WTI Crude Oil was 

trading at a little over $75, and the national average gas price was just over $3 per gallon, 

both are seven-year highs. Natural gas prices are at 13-year highs. Given these price levels, 

we expect market participants—and the bond vigilantes—will begin to pay more attention to 

future price moves in the energy complex.  

 

We remain keenly interested in how Congress will deal with the federal debt ceiling and how 

this issue will affect Treasury issuance for the coming quarters. From an economic and 

market perspective, interest rates must remain contained. The Treasury has been unable to 

move forward with most of its scheduled second-half debt issuance, roughly $1 trillion, due 

to the debt ceiling. That said, we do not have concerns that the federal government will fail to 

pay its bills—the debt ceiling has been raised twenty-nine times since 1990. If bond 

vigilantes stay quiet, unsustainable policy accommodation can likely continue. If they do not, 

investors should expect elevated volatility, at least relative to what has been an 

extraordinarily good year for asset prices.   

 

FIDUCIARY CORNER                                 STEPHEN L. EDDY  
 

2022 Regulatory Limits for Retirement Plans 
 

In the near future, the IRS is expected to announce cost-of-living adjustments affecting dollar 

limitations for retirement plans in 2022.  With inflation running north of 5%, some limits for 

2021 will change because the increase in the cost-of-living index will hit the statutory 

thresholds that would trigger Cost-Of-Living-Adjustments (COLA).  These adjustments, if 

any, are typically in $500 increments for contribution limits and $5,000 increments for 

compensation limits.  Below is a chart of some of the more important projected increases. 

 
Important Limits 2022   2021   2020   2019 Notes 
402(g) Deferral Limit  
(401k, 403b, & most 457 plan 

elective deferrals) 

$20,500 $19,500 $19,500 $19,000 The maximum amount a participant can 

annually contribute through salary deferral.  

A two-step jump this year. 

 

 

Salary Deferral Plan Catch-

up Contribution 
(401k, 403b, & most 457 plan 

elective deferrals) 

$6,500 $6,500 $6,500 $6,000 The maximum amount a participant 50 and 

older can additionally contribute through salary 

deferral each year.  Remains the same. 
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IRA Deduction Limit 
(add $1,000 catch-up contribution if 

you’re over 50) 

$6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 The maximum amount a participant can 

annually contribute to an Individual Retirement 

Account.  Remains the same. 

 

Annual Compensation Limit $305,000 $290,000 $285,000 $280,000 The maximum amount of compensation 

allowed for contribution calculation purposes. 

 

 

Highly Compensated 

Employee 

$135,000 $130,000 $130,000 $125,000 The compensation threshold at which an 

employee becomes defined as highly 

compensated.  Important salary deferral and 

contribution allocation testing. 

Limit on Annual Additions:   

Defined Contribution Plan 
(add $6,500 w/ catch-up) 

$61,000 $58,000 $57,000 $56,000 The maximum annual amount allowed to be 

contributed for an employee from all 

contribution sources (employee, employer). A 

three-step jump. 

 

Social Security Wage Base $147,000 $142,800 $137,700 $132,900 The maximum earnings level allowed to be 

taxed under the OASDI program.  Important for 

calculations integrated with social security. 

 

Key Employee Officer 

Comp 

$200,000 $185,000 $185,000 $180,000 The compensation threshold at which an 

employee can be considered a potential “key” 

employee.  Important for “top-heavy” 

calculations. 

 

 

PLANNING CONCEPTS         ____________________________ Ben Daigle & Jake Kenyon _ 

Updates to Required Minimum Distributions Rules (RMDs)     Jake Kenyon, CFP® 

For most retirees the term RMD is a familiar one. For working age investors, the concept of 

the IRS requiring you to withdraw a portion of your account value from certain retirement 

accounts is little known. For years this area of the retirement account landscape hasn’t 

changed much, but with the passage of the SECURE Act and advent of COVID-19 there 

have been multiple updates we want you to be aware of.  

What are RMDs exactly? 

Prior to the passage to the SECURE Act in 2019 anyone turning age 70 ½ was required to 

begin annual withdrawals from their IRAs and workplace retirement accounts. The value of 

each distribution is based on the prior year end account value and an IRS life expectancy 

factor which changes with each passing birthday. Thanks to the SECURE Act the required 

beginning age has now increased to 72. However, this only applies if your 72nd birthday 

occurs in 2020 or later.  

With all RMDs comes a wrinkle in the system for the very first withdrawal year. You’re 

allowed to defer your first and only your first series of RMDs up until April 1st of the year 

following your 72nd birthday. If you do this then you’ll need to take your now “delayed 

RMD” by April 1st as well as the RMD for that year by December 31st. In all subsequent 

years the deadline for RMD withdrawals remains as December 31st. The penalty for non-

compliance is a hefty 50% tax on the amount not distributed.  
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Why do I have to take an RMD?  

The IRS created RMDs so that they could obtain tax revenue from your tax-deferred 

retirement account(s) and prevent potential indefinite tax deferral. It’s helpful to remember 

that when these funds are withdrawn from your retirement account you don’t necessarily 

have to spend this money. Once you receive your RMD you could theoretically re-invest the 

proceeds you receive in any other after-tax investment that is suitable for your situation. 

Keep in mind that you cannot take the RMD amount and transfer that money into any other 

retirement account.  

Is there a way to prevent RMDs?  

There are several strategies to lower the tax impact of RMDs, but the only method to prevent 

RMDs is actually to keep working. That’s right, if you have a retirement plan sponsored by 

your employer and continue to work there past age 72 then no RMD is due from that account 

until the year you stop working. It’s important to note that any RMDs due on accounts held 

outside of that active employer plan will still need to be withdrawn. If your active employer 

plan allows for incoming transfers, then it is possible to consolidate an outside account into 

that plan and prevent the RMD requirement that would be in place on that outside account. 

An important aspect to this rule is that you cannot be more than a 5% owner of the company 

which has the employer plan your intending on using to delay the RMDs.  

So, what else is new?       

Remember that in response to the COVID-19 pandemic Congress enacted the CARES Act 

which waived RMDs in 2020 altogether. For 2021 they are back on the table and it’s 

important to remember that it is your responsibility to take the withdrawal. An investment 

company may inform you of the RMD amount for the given year, but they will wait on your 

instructions to process any withdrawal. With such a large penalty associated with missed 

distributions it’s important to review your financial plan to ensure you know how your 

RMDs will be processed. Another interesting note is that IRS life expectancy factors used in 

the RMD calculations are being changed effective in 2022. The change should be looked at 

as a benefit to account holders as the new factor or “divisor” will decrease the required 

withdrawal amount that needs to be taken.   

If you have questions regarding your RMDs or would like to review your overall retirement 

distribution strategy, please feel free to contact us. 
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OPA NEWS & COMMUNITY EVENTS         

 

THE OPA TEAM: 

 

 Elder Planning Advisors of Maine – We’re pleased to announce that effective 

November 1st of this year, EPAM will be merging into Old Port Advisors. Cliff Ryan and his 

team have more than 25 years’ experience in the industry and we look forward to adding his 

expertise to the mental capital of the firm, thereby enhancing our combined capabilities. 

Additional details will be forthcoming, but we look forward to welcoming their clients into 

the OPA family…and here’s the new addition to Broadway in South Portland: 

 

     
 

 Fred Williams – Was recently interviewed by Dr. Lisa Belisle with Radio Maine 

(Podcast Episode #31) on a wide range of topics that touched on the importance of the arts, 

as well as other non-profits, to the culture and fabric of our community. You can see the 

segment here:  https://www.portlandartgallery.com/podcast    

 

OPA & MORE PANDEMIC PERSPECTIVES: 
 

As mentioned previously, this space is usually filled with the event calendars for a variety of 

the non-profit and cultural organizations that we as a firm, our employees, clients or 

colleagues are involved with. It’s through these events, annual or otherwise, that they further 

their fundraising efforts and support the ongoing delivery of their missions. 

 

Although not a complete listing of the events that are starting back up again, but a few that 

OPA is currently involved in are outlined below: 

 

Bay Chamber Concert & Music – Once again this August we were sponsors in their 

Spring Door Festival, which this year featured a series of outdoor concerts in the Camden 

Library Amphitheatre. More in formation about the Bay Chamber performance series and 

music school can be found at https://www.baychamber.org/   

 

Gorham Savings Bank Maine Marathon – The 30th edition was back in-person for 

the full, half and relay this year on October 3rd and saw first time marathoners as winners in 

both the men’s and women’s divisions. Each year, the volunteer organizers of the Gorham 

Savings Bank Maine Marathon select a group of charitable organizations in our community 

to receive proceeds from the race. Additional information about the beneficiaries, and the 

race, can be found at https://mainemarathon.com/  

 

Maine Preservation – Will be holding its eleventh-annual gala, Maine’s Harvest and 

Bounty: Celebrate the Season, virtually on Wednesday November 17th and will explore the 
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rich history of our state’s apple orchards, historic barns and indigenous settlements. More 

information and tickets can be found at https://www.mainepreservation.org/gala  

 

Dream Factory of Maine: Portland Chapter – This holiday season will see the in-

person return of the Haven’s Candies benefit “Making Dreams Come True One Candy Cane 

at a Time” Additional information regarding dates, tickets and other Dream Factory events 

can be found at  https://www.facebook.com/dreamfactoryportland/  

 

The Locker Project – Is celebrating 10 years of providing extra food to children via 

their school pantries initiative, as well as now also rescuing fresh fruits, vegetables, meat and 

bread, that would otherwise go to waste. and share those with food-insecure families. To 

support or volunteer go to http://mainelockerproject.org/about/  
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